TriggerMesh Cloud Native Integration Platform Now Available on Oracle Cloud Marketplace

TriggerMesh provides integration, automation and business acceleration for Oracle Database and Oracle Cloud Infrastructure users.

RALEIGH, N.C. and GENEVA (PRWEB) September 15, 2020 -- TriggerMesh, a cloud native integration platform provider built on Kubernetes, and a member of Oracle PartnerNetwork (OPN), today announced TriggerMesh Cloud Native Integration platform is available on Oracle Cloud Marketplace. Oracle Cloud Marketplace is a centralized repository of enterprise applications offered by Oracle and Oracle PartnerNetwork members.

The TriggerMesh platform enables real-time integration with Oracle Database and other Oracle Cloud Infrastructure services. The TriggerMesh cloud native integration platform allows customers to integrate services, automate workflows, and accelerate the movement of information across their organizations. TriggerMesh acts as a catalyst for digital transformation, enabling organizations to build event-driven applications out of any on-premises application or any cloud service. With TriggerMesh, you can integrate any system, automate workflows, and respond faster to changing business needs.

Oracle Cloud Marketplace is a one-stop shop for Oracle customers seeking trusted business applications offering unique business solutions, including ones that extend Oracle Cloud Applications. Oracle Cloud is an enterprise cloud that delivers massive, non-variable performance and next generation security across a comprehensive portfolio of services including SaaS, application development, application hosting, and business analytics. Customers get access to leading compute, storage, data management, security, integration, HPC, artificial intelligence (AI), and Blockchain services to augment and modernize their critical workloads. Oracle Cloud runs Oracle Autonomous Database, the industry's first and only self-driving database.

“We are very excited to be able to provide integrations between Oracle’s widely deployed database and cloud native infrastructure, as well as provide ways to automate cloud native workflows on Oracle Cloud,” said Sebastien Goasguen, Chief Product Officer and Co-founder of TriggerMesh. TriggerMesh’s participation in Oracle Cloud Marketplace further extends our commitment to the Oracle community and enables customers to easily reap the benefits of TriggerMesh’s Cloud Native Integration Platform. We look forward to leveraging the power of the Oracle Cloud to help us achieve our business goals.”

"The cloud represents a huge opportunity for our partner community," said David Hicks, vice-president, Worldwide ISV Cloud Business Development, Oracle. "TriggerMesh’s commitment to innovation with the Oracle Cloud and quality execution helps our mutual customers receive cloud-enabled integration solutions ready to meet critical business needs."

TriggerMesh provides a real-time cloud native integration platform that allows you to connect services together, automate workflows, and accelerate the flow of information across enterprises.

For all the same reasons why enterprises are placing the cloud at the center of their application strategy - portability, scalability, and speed - we are building our solutions using modern cloud-native architecture. This allows you to connect applications and services from the data center to the cloud or clouds of your choice.
TriggerMesh Capabilities:
- Automate integrations between cloud, serverless, and legacy applications
- Accelerate the speed of business by providing real-time communication between virtually all applications and services for process automation
- Augment existing systems by allowing them to take advantage of cloud services and cloud infrastructure without modifying your existing applications

About TriggerMesh

TriggerMesh enables enterprise developers to build applications that are event driven and composed of services from multiple cloud providers and on-premises systems. This modern architecture is the best way for agile businesses to deliver digital experiences customers expect and minimize infrastructure complexity. To bring today’s enterprise applications into this future, the TriggerMesh cloud native integration platform, built on open source technologies Kubernetes and Knative, ties together cloud computing, SaaS, and on-premises applications. This integrates cloud and legacy infrastructure, accelerates development speed and radically simplifies and automates serverless workflows. For more information, visit http://www.triggermesh.com.

About Oracle PartnerNetwork

Oracle PartnerNetwork (OPN) is Oracle’s partner program designed to enable partners to accelerate the transition to cloud and drive superior customer business outcomes. The OPN program allows partners to engage with Oracle through track(s) aligned to how they go to market: Cloud Build for partners that provide products or services built on or integrated with Oracle Cloud; Cloud Sell for partners that resell Oracle Cloud technology; Cloud Service for partners that implement, deploy and manage Oracle Cloud Services; and License & Hardware for partners that build, service or sell Oracle software licenses or hardware products. Customers can expedite their business objectives with OPN partners who have achieved Expertise in a product family or cloud service. To learn more, visit: http://www.oracle.com/partnernetwork.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.